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Platform 


Complete Cloud Email Security 





Get a Platform Overview 







	






Defend-->



AI based security to stop the most advanced email threats. 



	






Protect-->



Behavior based protection to prevent accidental & intentional data loss over email. 



	






Respond-->



Rapid threat hunting, investigation, and automation for end user reported emails. 



	






Coach-->



Teach users to assess risk and recognize threats with in-the-moment coaching. 
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What’s New 









 



Product Resources 


Tessian Platform Overview Brochure 









 



Solution Briefs 


Microsoft + Tessian: Comprehensive Email Security 


























Solutions 


Tessian solutions by use case and threat types 
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Email Defense in Depth-->
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Customers 


Tessian case studies by use case and industry 





Read more 
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Customer Stories 


Advanced Email Protection for Florida’s Largest Law Firm 









 



Customer Stories 


Next-Gen DLP For One of Africa’s Largest FinServ Groups 
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Tessian content by use case and industry 





Resource Center 
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Research & Reports 


Forrester has named Tessian a Strong Performer in The Forrester Wave™: Enterprise Email Security, Q2 2023 


























Company 


About Tessian's mission and career opportunities 





Read more 







	


About-->



Learn more about Tessian's mission, values, and team 



	


Careers-->



Learn more about Tessian's career opportunities 
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Complete

Cloud Email Security 




An AI-based approach to defending against advanced phishing threatsand protecting sensitive data on email. 


	

Request a demo 


























Trusted by global industry leaders 




	


	


	


	


	


	


	


	


	


	


	


	












	


Email-based threats are the #1 concern for security leaders 




	







250,000+ 




BEC incidents reported to the FBI since 2013 




	







$4.5M 




Average cost per breach of Phishing and BEC attacks 




	







65% 




of infosec experts say email stores the most IP, PII & PHI 

















Advanced email threats bypass existing security 







Tessian stops sophisticated email threats like BEC, ATO, and impersonation attacks that leverage modern tactics and procedures which bypass traditional email security controls. 



Learn about advanced email attacks 



















“Tessian detects email impersonation and account takeover attacks, while protecting us from advanced threats that traditional email gateways miss.”













Anil, SOC Manager 


















Tessian stops 
 advanced email threats 







Tessian uses behavioral analysis and artificial intelligence to detect and prevent email based attacks. 



Learn about Tessian’s AI based approach 






















	






Defend against inbound email attacks 




Stop advanced email threats like BEC, domain spoofing, impersonations, image based attacks including QR codes and more. 



Read more 



	






Protect sensitive data loss on email 




Behavioral analysis to prevent employees from accidentally sending emails to the wrong people or exfiltrating sensitive data over email. 



Read more 



	






Respond to email incidents faster 




Hunt, investigate, and respond to email threats with the industry’s fastest search and remediation. Automate removal of end user reported threats. 



Read more 



	






Coach end users in-the-moment 




Empower users to make better security decisions with contextual warnings that teach them to assess risk and recognize potential threats. 



Read more 
















“Tessian helps us address unintended data leaks and track data tagged with specific keywords without writing janky regular expressions. Uncomplicated and straightforward.”










Akhil Babel, Security Engineering at Klarna 



















“The Tessian wow factor is how quickly we can search to uncover a wider ranging email threat campaign, remediate all emails, and know that it's been addressed with just a few clicks ”










Steve Wingate, CISO Ventra Health 



















“With Tessian, we have a solution that improves user behaviors without disrupting their workday ”










Peter Messervy-Gross, CIO at LGL Group 



























How Tessian’s AI works 












AI based threat detection 



Tessian AI Explained 




Tessian uses an ensemble of AI based approaches because it's the only way to defend against advanced phishing attacks, and protect against sensitive data loss on email. Through behavioral, content and threat network analysis, Tessian AI automatically adjusts as our customers hire, acquire, and adapt. 









AI based threat detection 



Behavioral Analysis 




Tessian AI uses millions signals to identify normal behavior vs. anomalous activity. Tens of thousands of historical events are used to build a strong behavioral baseline for each user. 










Content Analysis 




Tessian’s machine learning identifies threats in image-based text, QR codes, URLs, subject headings, body text, and inside of email attachments. Hundreds of data points within each email are used to determine if the email is safe, malicious, or needs review. 










Threat Network Analysis 




The Tessian platform uses a global threat library to improve security across the network. Within minutes, Tessian adds malicious domains, urls, IPs, email addresses and file hashes to prevent email based attacks across the entire Tessian community. 












	


	


	


	
























Complete cloud email security, deployed in minutes 




Built to enhance Microsoft and Google email environments, Tessian is deployed in minutes through native API integrations with email providers. 














Customer Stories 




	



“Tessian is an important part of our overall security strategy and one solution that Rightmove employees can easily engage with to help keep them and the business safe from human error.”






David Cray, Head of Customer Experience and Product Development, Rightmove 











	


It just works. It is the only tool I’ve implemented that has had nothing but a positive response from lawyers. 







Ed Terry, Manager of Information Security, Caplin & Drysdale 






	




Tessian catches the high-level phishing attacks. These are the ones that we can’t catch. The ones even IT has to really look for. 







Thierry Clerens, Global IT Manager, SPG Dry Cooling 










We see Tessian sitting alongside our existing security products, acting almost as an insurance policy. Set up to catch the small proportion of sophisticated attacks that other products miss. 







Erik Ruis, Head of IT, Polarcus 










With the new GDPR landscape, Tessian is a crucial component of our data breach prevention strategy. It proved its worth to us within a month of installation. 



Debbie Dolan, Operations Director, Morrisons Solicitors LLP 










We like that Tessian is more accurate and refined than any other tool we looked at to solve the problem of misaddressed emails 







Paul Greaney, Head of Information Technology, Vernalis 









	




Tessian’s technology has transformed our security protocol. We used to manually monitor for personal addresses so we could ensure sensitive emails weren’t being sent outside of our organization. This process was laborious and not particularly effective, as it only looked at one potential security threat. This is a much more comprehensive and effective system. 



Kevin Strange, Head of Information Technology, Premier Miton Group 










Insurance professionals can only succeed if they have modern systems that enable timely and effective delivery of care. Tessian is a fantastic tool for enabling that fluidity of communication across the organization. 







Ian Brennan, Director of IT, Laya Healthcare 










They say security is a thankless job. But Tessian was the first security platform that we deployed across the organization where I personally received “thank you’s” from employees who would have made a mistake with potentially dire consequences, but didn’t because of Tessian. 







Elsa Ferreira, CISO, Evercore 










Tessian does what it says it does. Since deployment, we’ve seens a massive drop in security incidents and a massive drop in our risk. 







David Aird, IT Director, DAC Beachcroft LLP 
















Read more stories 










get in touch 



See Tessian in Action 




Book a personalized demo to see how Tessian defends against advanced phishing threats, and protects sensitive data on email. 



Request a demo 




























Featured resources 




	


 



Tessian + Microsoft 365 




The rapid shift to a remote workforce has driven organizations towards cloud-hosted productivity suites and opened up a world of possibilities for seamless integrations with cloud security providers. 



Download Solutions Brief 




	


 



Forrester Consulting findings uncover a 268% ROI over three years with The Tessian Cloud Email Security Platform 




This report dives into common challenges the interviewees faced and the reduction, efficiency, and organizational benefits enabled by Tessian. 



Download the Report 
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By clicking "Accept all" or closing this banner you will allow use of cookies as outlined in our Cookie Policy.
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The technical storage or access is strictly necessary for the legitimate purpose of enabling the use of a specific service explicitly requested by the subscriber or user, or for the sole purpose of carrying out the transmission of a communication over an electronic communications network.
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The technical storage or access is necessary for the legitimate purpose of storing preferences that are not requested by the subscriber or user.
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Statistics







The technical storage or access that is used exclusively for statistical purposes.
The technical storage or access that is used exclusively for anonymous statistical purposes. Without a subpoena, voluntary compliance on the part of your Internet Service Provider, or additional records from a third party, information stored or retrieved for this purpose alone cannot usually be used to identify you.
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Marketing







The technical storage or access is required to create user profiles to send advertising, or to track the user on a website or across several websites for similar marketing purposes.
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